Discovering and characterizing dynamic functional brain networks in task FMRI.
Many existing studies for the mapping of function brain networks impose an implicit assumption that the networks' spatial distributions are constant over time. However, the latest research reports reveal that functional brain networks are dynamical and have time-varying spatial patterns. Furthermore, how these functional networks evolve over time has not been elaborated and explained in sufficient details yet. In this paper, we aim to discover and characterize the dynamics of functional brain networks via a windowed group-wise dictionary learning and sparse coding approach. First, we aggregated the sampled subjects' fMRI signals into one big data matrix, and learned a common dictionary for all individuals via a group-wise dictionary learning step. Second, we obtained the dynamic time-varying functional networks by using the windowed time-varying sparse coding approach. Experimental results demonstrated that our windowed group-wise dictionary learning and sparse coding method can effectively detect the task-evoked networks and also characterize how these networks evolve over time. This work sheds novel insights on the dynamics mechanism of functional brain networks.